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a b s t r a c t
We examine a version of the Universal Number Partition Problem with a divisibility
property referred to as the Universal Shelf Packing Problem (USPP). We show that if a shelf
length is a product of powers of two primes the USPP is always partitionable. In the case
where the shelf length is a product of three distinct primes we propose an efficient scheme
to determine when such a case is not partitionable. We also show that a shelf length that
is a product of powers of four or more primes always has at least one partition failure. Our
analysis uses elementary number theory, known results related to the linear Diophantine
Frobenius problem, and a new result on Frobenius gaps.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
1.1
The partition problem discussed in this paper originated in a question posed by a group of engineers in a
telecommunication research center. The mathematical framing of this question is as follows.
Letting N denote the set of positive integers, consider an interval of length L ∈ N and a finite set V of positive, not
necessarily distinct, integers V := {v1, . . . , vk}, such that, for each vi ∈ V , vi|L. Supposei vi = 2L. One may ask what
additional conditions would guarantee the existence of a subset V ′ ⊂ V such thatvi∈V ′ vi =vi∈V\V ′ vi = L? When such
a subset V ′ exists, we say that the set V is partitionable.
The engineers’ question turns out to be a special case of the Universal Number Partition Problem (UNPP): Given integers
w1, . . . , wn, b, is it true that for every subset S ⊆ {1, . . . , n} = V such thati∈S wi = 2b, the set {wi : i ∈ S} is partitionable?
The Number Partition Problem, the Universal Number Partition Problem in which
n
i=1wi = 2b, is NP-Complete. (See [3]).
Our problem is the UNPP with a property that each wi is a divisor of b, and we have 2bwi copies of wi. Following [1] we refer
to this problem as the Universal Shelf Packing Problem (USPP).
Definition 1.2. (1) Let L denote a positive integer, V := {w1, . . . , wn}, a set of positive integers. We say that S ⊆ V is a
candidate for L if, for each i,wi|L andi∈S wi = 2L.
(2) If every candidate set is partitionable, then we say that L is universally packable. Otherwise, L has at least one packing
failure.
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1.3
The USPP problem was initially defined and analyzed in [2] where, for a given L and candidate set S, a minimal set of
sufficiency conditions is established that guarantees the existence of a packing solution for S. However, for many such
candidate sets the sufficiency conditions of [2] are not necessary, and the computational complexity of determiningwhether
a candidate set is a partitionable is an open problem. In a numerical enumerative study for all integers L ≤ 1000 it was noted
that,with very fewexceptions, just the divisibility of L by the elements of a candidate setwould allow for a partition. (See [1]).
For instance, for L = 912, the number of candidate sets S is about 50, 758× 1014, and the number of failures is exactly 247.
Dror et al. [1] examine the USPP and state a number of preliminary results.
(1) If L has fewer than 8 divisors, then L is universally packable. They conjecture that L is universally packable whenever L
has at most two prime divisors.
(2) If L is not universally packable, it has a failing candidate set S with the bounded failure property: for a divisorwi, if hwi is
also a divisor of L, h ∈ N; then there are fewer than h copies of integerwi in S.
(3) Algorithms are provided for the following.
a. For a given value of L, generate all the candidate sets.
b. For a given value of L, generate all the candidate sets satisfying the bounded failure property.
c. A dynamic program for determining whether a candidate set is a success or a failure.
(4) All distinct failures for integer L with 1 ≤ L ≤ 1000 have been enumerated. The number of values L with at least one
failure is 217. All the other values of L ≤ 1000 are universally packable.
In this paper, we prove the conjecture that L is universally packable when L has two distinct prime divisors. We prove
that no positive integer Lwith at least four distinct prime divisors is universally packable, and we state a number of results
for the case where L has three distinct prime divisors. Our main findings are the following.
Theorem 1.4. (1) Let L = pmqn, for primes p and q. Then L is universally packable.
(2) Let L = npeqf rg sh, where n, e, f , g, h ∈ N and p, q, r , and s are distinct primes. Then L has a packing failure.
(3) If L = pqr has a packing failure, for primes p < q < r, then it has a failure of the form apq + bpr + cpr + n = 2pqr,
n < pq, a, b, c, n ∈ N.
We note that part (3) of the theorem gives us an efficient algorithm for determining whether the integer L = pqr is
universally packable.
2. Background
2.1
In this section, we recall the Linear Diophantine Problem of Frobenius and state some preliminary results.
Definition 2.2. Given relatively prime integers {m1,m2, . . . ,mk}, we say that an integer m is (m1,m2, . . . ,mk)-
representable if there exist non-negative integers α1, α2, . . . , αk withm =ki=1 αimi.
2.3
A non-representable number is called a gap and it is well known that for any relatively prime natural numbers
{m1,m2, . . . ,mk} there exists a largest gap, called the Frobenius number, denoted by g(m1,m2, . . . ,mk). Computing the
Frobenius number for arbitrary k is known to be NP-hard [4].
Theorem 2.4. For relatively prime integers (a, b), the Frobenius number is g(a, b) = ab− a− b.
The first proof of this result is attributed to Sylvester in [6].
Let L ∈ N, and consider a candidate set S = {v1, . . . , vk} of L. Let ai denote the number of copies of vi in S. We show that
a failure for L implies a failure for nL for every n ∈ N.
Lemma 2.5. Let set S be a failure for L. Then, for all n ∈ N, the length nL has a packing failure.
Illustration. L = 66 has exactly one failure. 2× 66 = 132 = L has 8 failures. For instance, 3+ 11+ 8× 12+ 2× 44+ 66 =
264 = 2L is not packable.
Proof. The proof is constructive. Let IS denote the index set of the distinct elements of S. For each divisor vi of L, i ∈ IS , the
integernvi is a divisor ofnL. If S =i∈IS aivi is a failure for L, construct a candidate set S ′ for L′ = nL as follows: S ′ consists of ai
elements of lengthwvi := nvi, and zero elements of any other length. That is, n

i∈IS aivi =

i∈IS ainvi = 2nL =

i∈IS aiwvi .
If the candidate set S ′ for nL is not a failure for nL, then it is easy to show that S is not a failure for L. 
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2.6. Strongly bounded partition
Extending ideas in [1], we define a strongly bounded failure for a partition of 2L. A strongly bounded sum of divisors is
one for which no non-negative, integer linear combination of elements forms a single larger divisor of L. More precisely, the
following are given.
Definition 2.7. Given an input L, nL ∈ N, and a candidate set S = {vi; ai}, (i.e., vi’s are the distinct divisors and ai’s are their
corresponding frequencies; i ∈ I := {1, 2, . . . , nL}, with 2L =nLi=1 aivi). We say that the partition of 2L is strongly bounded
if there do not exist, for any i ∈ I , elements bj, bj ≤ aj satisfyingj bjvj = vi.
Lemma 2.8. If a positive integer L has a failure, then it has a strongly bounded failure.
Proof. The proof is immediate. Indeed, let candidate set S be a failure that is not strongly bounded. Then, for the elements
bj ≤ aj, as above, replacej bjvj with vi. It is clear that, since the candidate set S is a failure for L, then the new set also fails
to partition. Continue until a strongly bounded partition is obtained. 
3. Products of exactly two prime divisors
3.1
In this section, we show that, for any two primes p and q, the integer L = pmqn is universally packable. Proving that pmqn
has no failures for anym, n ∈ Nmay be reduced, by Lemma 2.5, to the case wherem = n.
Proposition 3.2. For all primes p and q, and n ∈ N the integer L = pnqn is universally packable.
Proof. For any L for which a failure exists, Lemma 2.8 guarantees that a strongly bounded failure exists. Here we show that
any strongly bounded sum of divisors of L, with maximum divisor less than L = pnqn is strictly less than 2L. There can be no
strongly bounded failure and, hence, no failure for L.
We note first that, in a bounded sum of divisors, the maximum possible coefficient for a piqj term, i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1},
j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} is p − 1. Indeed, we could otherwise replace p copies of piqj with a pi+1qj term. Similarly, the maximum
coefficient on a term pnqj, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n− 1} is q− 1.
Let

ai,jpiqj denote a strongly bounded sum of divisors of L = pnqn, and assume that p < q. First note that a positive
coefficient an,n implies that such a sum to 2L partitions, so we assume to start that an,n = 0. We assume also, for our sum,
that the coefficient ai,n of piqn, i < n is p− 1 and that the coefficient an,j of pnqj, j < n, is q− 1, since these are the maximum
allowable coefficients in a bounded sum. We refer to the terms ai,npiqn and an,jpnqj as boundary terms, and we show that,
under the given assumption on the coefficients of the boundary terms, the coefficient of each non-boundary term in our
sum must be zero.
Take integers k and r with 1 ≤ k ≤ n and 1 ≤ r ≤ n. Since pk and qr are relatively prime, there exist non-negative
integers α and β satisfying αpk + βqr = pkqr − 1. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.4, since pkqr − pk − qr is the
largest integer that is not (pk, qr)-representable. Note also that α and β are both positive and are bounded above by qr − 1
and pk − 1 respectively. We use the division algorithm to rewrite α and β as
α = (λr−1qr−1 + λr−2qr−2 + λr−3qr−3 + · · · + λ1q+ λ0)
and
β = (γk−1pk−1 + γk−2pk−2 + γk−3pk−3 + · · · + γ1p+ γ0),
where the coefficients λi are bounded by q − 1 and the coefficients γj are bounded by p − 1. Substituting in for α and β
yields the equation:
(λr−1qr−1 + λr−2qr−2 + λr−3qr−3 + · · · + λ1q+ λ0)pk
+ (γk−1pk−1 + γk−2pk−2 + γk−3pk−3 + · · · + γ1p+ γ0)qr = pkqr − 1. (3.1)
Multiplying through by pn−kqn−r yields:
(λr−1qr−1 + λr−2qr−2 + λr−3qr−3 + · · · + λ1q+ λ0)pnqn−r
+ (γk−1pk−1 + γk−2pk−2 + γk−3pk−3 + · · · + γ1p+ γ0)pn−kqn + pn−kqn−r = pnqn. (3.2)
It is clear that all terms, except pn−kqn−r , in the left hand side of the equation above come from our boundary terms. We
have assumed that each of these boundary terms occurs in our sum with the maximum possible coefficient. Therefore, the
occurrence of a single pn−kqn−r term in a partition of 2Lwould imply that the partition is a packing solution. It follows that,
for a packing failure, the coefficient of the pn−kqn−r term must be zero. Allowing k and r to vary from 1 to n, we see that the
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coefficient of each non-boundary term must be zero. Since the boundary terms sum to 2pnqn − pn − qn < 2L, there are no
packing failures when the boundary terms have maximum coefficients.
We next show why it is sufficient to consider only the case where the boundary terms have maximum coefficients.
Eq. (3.2) above represents a family of equations, which we index by (k, r), corresponding to the term pn−kqn−r on the left
hand side.
Consider a boundary term paqn, and suppose that it does not occur withmaximum coefficient. Thenwe no longer assume
the terms pn−kqn−r are zero for k ∈ {n − 1, . . . , n − a}, r ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. Assume that the coefficient of paqn is p − 2,
and assume each other boundary term has maximum coefficient. Then, the boundary terms sum to 2L − pn − qn − paqn.
Assuming maximum coefficient for pαqβ , α ∈ {1, . . . , a}, β ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}, we have
n−1
β=0
a
α=1
aα,βpαqβ ≤ (pa+1 − 1)(1+ q+ · · · + qn−1).
Then, since p(1+ q+ · · · qn−1) < qn, we have
(pa+1 − 1)(1+ q+ · · · + qn−1) < paqn,
so
n−1
β=0
a
α=1
aα,βpαqβ < pn + qn + paqn,
and we cannot sum to 2L.
Assume next that a boundary term pnqb does not occur with maximum coefficient. In this case we show that a strongly
bounded sum to 2L cannot occur. Assume the term pnqb occurs with coefficient q− 2, that each other boundary term occurs
with maximum coefficient, and assume maximum coefficient on the terms pαqb, α ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}. There exists a non-
negative integer solution to
apα + bqβ = pαqβ − 1.
Rewrite this as
(aβ−1qβ−1 + · · · + a1q+ a0)pα + (bα−1pα−1 + · · · + b1p+ b0)qβ = pαqβ − 1,
so that each ai < q and each bj < p. Multiplying through by pn−αqb−β we obtain
(aβ−1qβ−1 + · · · + a1q+ a0)pnqb−β + (bα−1pα−1 + · · · + b1p+ b0)pn−αqb = pnqb − pn−αqb−β .
Arguing as in the first half of the proof, each of the terms pn−αqb−β , α ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, β ∈ {1, . . . , b − 1}must have
coefficient zero, in order to obtain a strongly bounded sum to 2L. Since the terms pαqb, α ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, even with
maximum coefficient of p− 1, do not sum to pnqb, it follows that there is no strongly bounded sum to 2L. Thus there can be
no strongly bounded failure, and by Proposition 3.2, no failure. 
We can now prove the first part of the main theorem, which we restate here as follows.
Theorem 3.3. Given primes p and q, the integer L = pnqm is universally packable.
Proof. The theorem follows immediately from Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 2.5. 
4. Products of four or more prime divisors
4.1
We show that any product of at least four prime divisors has a packing failure. By Lemma 2.5, it is sufficient to construct
a failure for the positive integer L = pqrs, where p, q, r and s are distinct primes. We prove the following.
Proposition 4.2. Let L = pqrs, as in the statement above. Then there exist positive integers A, B, C, and D such that the partition
2L = Apqr + Bpqs+ Cprs+ Dqrs+ 1 is a packing failure.
Proof. We have gcd(pqr, pqs, prs, qrs) = 1, so there exist non-zero integers a, b, c and dwith apqr+bpqs+ cprs+dqrs = 1.
We first show that we can find such a linear combination with exactly two of a, b, c and d positive and with |a| ≤ s − 1,
|b| ≤ r − 1, |c| ≤ q− 1 and |d| ≤ p− 1.
Letα andβ denote integers satisfyingαpqr+βpqs = pq = gcd(pqr, pqs), and note that exactly one ofα andβ is positive.
Similarly, let integers γ and δ satisfy γ prs+ δqrs = rs, with exactly one of γ , δ positive.
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Taking integersM and N withMpq+ Nrs = 1, we obtain
M(αpqr + βpqs)+ N(γ prs+ δqrs) = 1.
Consider the sum Mαpqr + Mβpqs, and note that exactly one of Mα, Mβ is positive. For any integer k we have
Mαpqr+Mβpqs = (Mα−ks)pqr+ (Mβ+kr)pqs. Since |Mα| < rs2 and |Mβ| < r2s, we can choose k so that |Mα−ks| < s
and |Mβ + kr| < r . We similarly adjust the coefficients of prs and qrs, obtaining a, b, c and d as claimed above.
Nowwrite 2L− 1 = 2pqrs− 1 = 2pqrs− (apqr+ bpqs+ cprs+ dqrs). Since exactly two of a, b, c , and d are negative, and
since each coefficient has absolute value bounded as above, we obtain the partition 2L = Apqr + Bpqs + Cprs + Dqrs + 1,
A ≤ q − 1, B ≤ r − 1, C ≤ q − 1 and D ≤ p − 1. That the partition is a packing failure follows from the bounds
on the coefficients. Indeed, suppose we have a partition. This gives non-negative integers A′, B′, C ′, and D′ satisfying
A′pqr + B′pqs + C ′prs + D′qrs = pqrs = L. We rewrite this as A′pqr + B′pqs + C ′prs = pqrs − D′qrs, from which it
follows that s|A′pqr . Then A′ = 0, since we have A′ ≤ A ≤ s − 1. Continuing with this argument, all coefficients are zero,
contradicting the assumption that there is a packing solution. 
Part two of Theorem 1.4 now follows from the Proposition and from Lemma 2.5.
5. Products of exactly three prime divisors
5.1
In this section, we show that the Linear Diophantine Frobenius Problem is also related to the question of packability for
integers with three prime divisors, and we describe an algorithm for determining whether L = pqr is universally packable.
We first prove a lemma which shows that, in order to determine whether L has a packing failure, it is sufficient to consider
a small subset of possible candidate sets.
Lemma 5.2. Take primes p < q < r, and let L = pqr. If L has a failure, then it has a failure of the formapq+bpr+cqr+n = 2pqr,
where a, b, c, and n are positive integers with n < pq.
Proof. We first recall from [1] that an integer L with a failure must have a bounded failure, and that the coefficients of pq,
pr , and qr in a bounded failure may not exceed r − 1, q − 1 and p − 1, respectively. We show that a bounded failure must
have non-zero coefficients for the terms pq, pr and qr . Let a = (r − 1) and b = (q− 1) denote the coefficients for the terms
pq and pr , respectively, and we show that we cannot construct a sum to 2L unless the coefficient of qr is greater than zero.
We have
2L− apq− bpr = 2pqr − (pqr − pq+ pqr − pr) = pq+ pr.
Hence, assuming a and b are our coefficients for pq and pr , respectively, we have, for the remaining terms in the candidate
set:
cqr + αp+ βq+ γ r + δ = p(q+ r).
We next show that α = 0. Since gcd(q, r) = 1, there exists a non-negative integer solution to Aq+ Br = qr − 1. Clearly
the coefficients A and B are bounded above by (r − 1) and by (q − 1), respectively, and with these same A, B, we have
Apq + Bpr = pqr − p. Hence, in our sum to 2L, the coefficient of p is zero, since otherwise the sum would partition. This
leaves
cqr + βq+ γ r + δ = p(q+ r).
Finally, we have βq+ γ r ≤ (p− 1)q+ (p− 1)r = (p− 1)(q+ r), so that
cqr + δ ≥ q+ r.
It follows that c > 0, since δ ≤ p − 1. Since c > 0 with maximum possible values for a and for b, it follows that c > 0
for any bounded failure.
One similarly shows that the coefficients a and b are positive. That n < pq follows from the fact that our sum is bounded,
and we obtain n ≠ 0 from our assumption that the sum is a failure. Indeed, setting n = 0 one obtains
apq+ bpr + cqr = 2pqr,
and so r divides apq. Hence r divides a, since we assume (r, pq) = 1. Since we have shown a > 0, we have a = r , and the
sum partitions, contradicting the assumption that the sum is a failure. 
Lemma 5.2 provides us with a quicker search algorithm for failures; we only consider partitions of the form: apq+bpr+
cqr + n = 2pqr to determine whether L = pqr is universally packable.
The following follows from work of Oiu and Niu, (see [5,7]).
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Proposition 5.3. Let a1, a2, and a3 denote non-negative integers with (a1a2, a2a3, a1a3) = 1. Then g(a1a2, a2a3, a1a3) =
2a1a2a3 − (a1a2 + a2a3 + a1a3).
Taking gcd(p, q, r) = 1, we next use their result to show how one may compute all of the (pq, pr, qr) Frobenius gaps.
Theorem 5.4. Let p, q and r denote positive integers with gcd(p, q, r) = 1, p < q < r. Then the positive integers that are not
(pq, qr, pq)-representable are exactly the integers of the form:
(2pqr − pq− pr − qr)− apq− bpr − cqr,
where a, b and c are non-negative integers.
Proof. The largest gap is 2pqr− pq− pr− qr , and it is clear that any integer of the form above is another gap. We need only
show that the above representation yields all of the gaps.We first show that the gaps 1, 2, . . . , pq−1 are all of this form. Let
n denote a positive integer less than pq. There exist non-negative integers A, B and C satisfying Apq+ Bpr+ Cqr = 2pqr− n.
We note that we can find a representation in which A, B and C are all non-zero, and we first show that at least two of A, B
and C must be non-zero. Without loss of generality, taking A = 0 and B = 0 we have pr dividing n, which contradicts the
upper bound on n. Suppose next that only C = 0, and write
Apq+ Bpr = 2pqr − n.
From this it follows that either A ≥ r or B ≥ q. In either case, we may re-write the sum as A′pq+ B′pr + Cqr = 2pqr − n,
A′, B′ and C positive. Hence, we may write n = (2pqr − pq− pr − rq)− apq− bpq− cpr , as in the statement of the theorem.
By an inductive argument we next show that all gaps are of this form.
Let A denote a gap of the form given in the statement of Theorem 5.4, and let M := A + pq = (2pqr − pq − pr −
qr) − (a − 1)pq − bpr − cpr . If a ≠ 0, then we have obtained a new gap of the desired form. If a = 0, we have
M = (2pqr − pq − pr − qr) − bpr − cqr + pq. We show that if it is not possible to rewrite the integer M in the given
form, thenM is not a gap. SinceM = 2pqr − (b+ 1)pr − (c + 1)qr , we may writeM ′ := Mr = 2pq− (b+ 1)p− (c + 1)q.
From our assumption that we cannot writeM in the desired form, it follows that b < q and c < p, and from this it follows
that M ′ is (p, q)-representable. So write M ′ = ap + bq and M = rM ′ = apr + bqr is (pq, pr, qr)-representable. Since
1, 2, . . . , pq− 1 are all gaps, and since, for a non-gap A, A+ pq is also a non-gap, every gap is necessarily of the form A+ pq,
where A is a gap, and the result follows. 
Combining Theorem 5.4 with Lemma 5.2 gives us an efficient algorithm for determining whether L = pqr has a packing
failure. To determine failures for L = pqr , we need only compute the Frobenius gaps for (pq, pr, qr), less than pqr , and
determine which of these correspond to failures of the form 2L = apq+bpr+ cqr+n. If no such failures exist, then L = pqr
is universally packable. In particular, a sum 2L = apq + bpr + cqr + n partitions iff and only if we can find a′ < a, b′ < b,
c ′ < c and n′ < n satisfying L = a′pq+ b′pr + c ′qr + n′ = pqr . We illustrate this with several examples.
6. Examples
Example 6.1. Let L = 30 = 2 × 3 × 5. We determine Frobenius gaps of the form pqr − a, a < 6. The largest gap
is g(6, 10, 15) = 2(30) − 6 − 10 − 15 = 29. This is the only gap we consider, and we try to find a failure with
apq+ bpr + cqr + 1 = 2pqr . This is the partition 60 = 15+ 10+ 10+ 6+ 6+ 6+ 6+ 1.
Example 6.2. Let L = 42 = 2× 3× 7. There are no gaps of the form 42− a, a < 6, and there are no failures for L = 42.
Example 6.3. Let L = 84 = 22 × 3 × 7. We determine gaps of the form 84 − a, where a < 12. The largest gap is
g(12, 21, 28) = 168− 12− 21− 28 = 107. From this we obtain the gaps: 107− 28 = 79, 79− 28 = 51, 107− 21 = 86,
86− 21 = 65, 107− 12 = 95, 95− 12 = 83, 83− 12 = 71, 79− 12 = 67, 86− 12 = 74. The only gaps that could lead to
bounded failures of the form apq+ bpr + cpr = 2pqr − x are 74, 79, and 83. So we test these.
From the Frobenius gap 83, we obtain the failure:
168 = 28+ 28+ 21+ 21+ 21+ 12+ 12+ 12+ 12+ 1.
From the gap 74 we obtain the failures:
168 = 28+ 28+ 42+ 12+ 12+ 12+ 12+ 12+ 6+ 4,
168 = 28+ 28+ 21+ 21+ 12+ 12+ 12+ 12+ 12+ 6+ 4,
168 = 28+ 28+ 42+ 12+ 12+ 12+ 12+ 12+ 6+ 3+ 1,
168 = 28+ 28+ 21+ 21+ 12+ 12+ 12+ 12+ 12+ 6+ 3+ 1.
From the Frobenius gap 79 there is no failure.
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Example 6.4. Take L = 154 = 2 × 7 × 11. The Frobenius number is g(14, 22, 77) = 308 − 14 − 22 − 77 = 195. We
consider failures of the form L − n, with n ≤ 13. For this, we take the gaps: 153 = 195 − 3(14), 151 = 195 − 2(22) and
145 = 195− (22)− 2(14).
The Frobenius gap 151 yields the failures:
308 = 77+ 4(22)+ 10(14)+ 2+ 1
and
308 = 77+ 4(22)+ 10(14)+ 1+ 1+ 1.
The Frobenius gap 153 yields the failure:
308 = 77+ 6(22)+ 7(14)+ 1.
The Frobenius gap 145 does not correspond to a packing failure.
7. Discussion
In this paper, we examine two shelves of length L ∈ N and a candidate set S, and we are interested in determining
partition failures for 2L. We solve this USPP in the cases where we have exactly two prime divisors or four or more prime
divisors, and in the case where L = pqr . We conjecture that, for any primes p, q and r , we can find α, β and γ , such that
L = pαqβrγ has a packing failure. Using these ideas, we can ask whether we may determine an asymptotic formula for the
density of shelf lengths with failures in the set of all positive integers, where we define this density as limn→∞ δ(n), where
δ(n) := #{L≤n:L has a failure}n .
One can also ask about the general case of a partition of mL for m ∈ N. That is, given natural numbers L and m, m > 2,
and an appropriately defined candidate set Sˆ, what can be said about an m-partition failure? Given a candidate set Sˆ with
the property that all of its candidate subsets S ⊂ Sˆ for 2L fail, it is clear that Sˆ is a failure formL. In addition, given a candidate
set Sˆ for 3L, if any S ⊂ Sˆ is a success for 2L then the candidate set Sˆ is a success for 3L. One can ask for similar relationships
between candidate sets and subsets form ≥ 4.
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